
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 94, iss. 5, pp. 414 { 417 c 2011 September 10Hidden reentrant superconducting phase in a magnetic �eld in(TMTSF)2ClO4A.G. LebedDepartment of Physics, University of Arizona, AZ 85721 Tucson, USALandau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 117334 Moscow, RussiaSubmitted 29 June 2011Resubmitted 12 July 2011We suggest explanation of the high upper critical magnetic �eld, perpendicular to conducting chains and par-allel to conducting layers, Hb0c2 ' 6T, experimentally observed in the organic superconductor (TMTSF)2ClO4.In particular, we show that Hb0c2 can be higher than both the quasiclassical upper critical �eld and Clogston{Chandrasekhar paramagnetic limit in a singlet quasi-one-dimensional superconductor. We predict the coexis-tence of the hidden Reentrant and Larkin{Ovchinnikov{Fulde{Ferrell phases in a magnetic �eld. Our resultsare compared to the recent experimental data and shown to be in a good agreement with the experiments.Since a discovery of superconductivity in(TMTSF)2PF6 material [1], superconducting propertiesof quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) organic conductors(TMTSF)2X (X=PF6, ClO4, etc.) have been inten-sively studied both experimentally and theoretically[2, 3]. Early experiments [4, 5] clear demonstrated thatsuperconductivity in these compounds was unconven-tional. Indeed, it was found that superconductivitywas destroyed by non-magnetic impurities [4] andthe Hebel{Slichter peak was absent in the NMR-experiments [5]. These experimental results have beenrecently unequivocally con�rmed (see, for example,Refs. [6, 7]). Although the experimental results [4{7]provided strong arguments that the superconductingorder parameter changed its sign on Q1D Fermi surface(FS), they did not contain information about a spin partof the order parameter. In particular, they did not dis-tinguished between singlet and triplet superconductingpairings.At the moment, the problem about a spin part of thesuperconducting order parameter in (TMTSF)2X con-ductors is still controversial. The �rst Knight shift mea-surements [7, 8], performed in (TMTSF)2PF6 material,were interpreted as evidence of triplet superconductiv-ity [7, 8]. On the other hand, the more recent NMR-experiments [9], performed in (TMTSF)2ClO4 conduc-tor, clear demonstrate the Knight shift change throughthe superconducting transition and, thus, are interpreted[9] in terms of singlet pairing. Another argument in fa-vor of a singlet superconducting pairing was theoreti-cal analysis [10] of experiment [11], demonstrating thatthe upper critical magnetic �eld along conducting chains,Hac2, is paramagnetically limited (see also Refs. [12{14]).Moreover, for a magnetic �eld, parallel to conductingchains, the Larkin{Ovchinnikov{Fulde{Ferrell (LOFF)

phase has been recently experimentally discovered in(TMTSF)2ClO4 [12, 13] and theoretically described [15].Another piece of information about a spin part ofthe superconducting order parameter is the fact thatthe upper critical �elds, perpendicular to conductingchains and parallel to conducting layers, Hb0c2, are anom-alously large in (TMTSF)2X materials. They are known[10{13, 16{19] to exceed both the quasi-classical uppercritical �eld, Hb0c2(0) [20], and Clogston{Chandrasekharparamagnetic limit, Hp [21]. For many years, this hasbeen considered as one of the major arguments in favorof triplet superconductivity. Note that anomalously highvalues of Hb0c2 were predicted for both singlet and tripletcases [22]. Nevertheless, it was shown that, for realisticband parameters of (TMTST)2X superconductors, theexceeding of values of Hb0c2(0) and Hp happens only in atriplet case [22{26]. In this situation, where there is agrowing support for a singlet scenario of superconduc-tivity in (TMTST)2ClO4 material, it is important theo-retically to reinvestigate the upper critical �eld Hb0c2.The main goals of the Letter are as follows. We de-rive novel gap equation for the case of d-wave node-less superconducting pairing [27, 28]. It accurately takesinto account not only the orbital e�ects but also thePauli paramagnetic e�ects against superconductivity,unlike the previous gap equations of Refs.[10, 16, 22{26]. We evaluate band parameters of Q1D-electronspectrum of (TMTSF)2ClO4, using experiments onLee{Naughton{Lebed oscillations [29, 30] and measuredGinzburg{Landau (GL) slopes of the upper critical �elds[12, 13]. By solving the gap equation, we show thatsuperconductivity in (TMTSF)2ClO4 can exceed boththe quasi-classical upper critical �eld and Clogston{Chandrasekhar paramagnetic limit for realistic band pa-rameters in a singlet case. Such superconducting phase,414 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



Hidden reentrant superconducting phase in a magnetic �eld in (TMTSF)2ClO4 : : : 415in the absence of the Pauli paramagnetic e�ects, hastransition temperature increasing with increasing mag-netic �eld (i.e., is the Reentrant superconductivity [22{26]). Therefore, we call high magnetic �eld supercon-ducting phase in (TMTSF)2ClO4 the hidden Reentrantsuperconductivity.Below, we consider Q1D-electron spectrum of(TMTSF)2ClO4 conductor in a tight-binding approxi-mation,�(p) = �2ta cos(pxa=2)� 2tb cos(pyb0)� 2tc cos(pzc�);(1)in a magnetic �eld, perpendicular to its conductingchains and parallel to its conducting layers,H = (0; H; 0); A = (0; 0;�Hx); (2)where ta � tb � tc correspond to electron hoping inte-grals along a-, b0-, and c�-axes, respectively. Electronspectrum (1) can be simpli�ed near two slightly corru-gated sheets of Q1D Fermi surface (FS) as���(p) = �vx(py)[px � pF(py)]� 2tc cos(pzc�); (3)where \+" (\�") stands for right (left) sheet of Q1DFS.According to Ref. [22], electron spectrum (3) is"two-dimensionalized" in a magnetic �eld (2). Morespeci�cally, electrons are characterized by free unre-stricted motion along (a;b0) conducting plane, whereastheir motion along z-axis is periodic and restricted [22]:z(t;H) = l?(H) c� cos(!ct); l?(H) = 2tc=!c; (4)where !c = evFHc�=c, vF = hvx(py)i, h:::i standsfor averaging procedure over momentum component py.Let us estimate a value of the dimensionless parameterl?(H), which represents a size of quasiclassical electrontrajectory (4) in terms of interlayer distance, c�. It ispossible to show thatl?(H) = 2p2� �0ac�H tcta ' 2 � 103H(T ) tctb tbta ; (5)where H(T ) is a magnetic �eld measured in Teslas.Note that the ratios ta=tb and tc=tb can be determinedin (TMTSF)2ClO4 conductor with good accuracy. In-deed, according to Ref. [30], ta=tb = 10, whereas, ac-cording to Ref. [31], tc=tb = (b�=c�)(Hcc2=Hb0c2)GL, where(Hcc2=Hb0c2)GL is a ratio of the GL-slopes of the uppercritical �elds along c�- and b0-axes, correspondingly. Ifwe take (Hb0c2=Hcc2)GL = 30 and H(T ) = 6T, we obtainl?(H) ' 0:58; (6)

which means that a size of electron quasiclassical tra-jectories along c�-axis (4) is signi�cantly less than inter-layer distance, c�. In this case, electrons are almost two-dimensional and, therefore, such superconducting phase,in the absence of the Pauli paramagnetic e�ects, corre-sponds to the Reentrant superconductivity [22{26].Let us represent electron wave functions in a realspace in the following way:	�� (x; y; z; �) = exp[ipF(py)x]exp(ipyy) exp(ipzz) �� (x; py; pz; �): (7)Then, in a magnetic �eld (2), the Hamiltonian forelectron wave functions in a mixed representation, �� (x; py ; pz), can be obtained by means of the Peierlssubstitution method, px � pF(py) ! �id=dx, pz !! pz�eAz=c. As a result, the Schrodinger like equationfor wave functions  �(x; py; pz; �) can be written as��ivx(py) ddx � 2tc cos�pzc� + !cvFx���B�H���  �� (x; py ; pz; �) = ��  �� (px; y; pz; �); (8)where �B is the Bohr magneton, � = �1 stands for spinup and down, respectively; �� = �� �F.Note that Eq. (8) can be solved analytically, �� (x; py ; pz; �)=exp[�i��x=vx(py)]p2�vx(py) exp��i�B�Hxvx(py) ��� exp��i 2tcvx(py) Z x0 cos�pzc� + !cvFu�du�; (9)and the corresponding �nite temperatures Green func-tions can be derived from Eq. (9), using the standardprocedure [32]:g�i!n(x; x1; py; pz; �) == �i sgn(!n)vx(py) exp��!n(x� x1)vx(py) ��� exp��i�B�H(x� x1)vx(py) ��� exp��i 2tcvx(py) Z xx1 cos�pzc� + !cvFu�du�: (10)In this Letter, we consider d-wave nodeless sce-nario of superconductivity in (TMTSF)2ClO4 conduc-tor [27, 28], which is mathematically equivalent to s-wavecase. We derive the so-called gap equation for supercon-ducting order parameter, �(x), using the known Greenfunctions (10). Below, it is derived by means of theGor'kov equations [32] for non-uniform superconductiv-ity (see, for example, Ref. [33]). As a result of ratherlengthly but straightforward calculations, we obtain:�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



416 A.G. Lebed�(x) = U Z dpyvx(py) �� Zjx�x1j> vx(py)
 2�Tdx1vx(py) sinh( 2�T jx�x1jvx(py) ) ��J0� 8tcvF!cvx(py) sin�!c(x�x1)2vF � sin�!c(x+x1)2vF ���� cos�2��BH(x� x1)vx(py) � �(x1); (11)where U is e�ective electron coupling constant, 
 is acuto� energy, parameter � takes into account possiblesmall deviations of superconducting pairing from a weakcoupling scenario. It is important that Eq. (11) is dif-ferent from the gap equations used so far. The mainfeature of Eq. (11) is that, unlike Refs. [22{26, 10, 16], itdescribes accurately not only the orbital e�ects againstsuperconductivity, but also the Pauli paramagnetic ones.We note that, in the absence of e�ects of a non-linearity of Q1D-electron spectrum (1), (3) along a-axis, the upper critical �eld along b-axis is divergentat T ! 0 [22{25]. These e�ects are taken into ac-count in Eq. (11) of the Letter, since vx(py) depends ona position on the FS [see also Eq. (14)]. The e�ects ofa non-linearity of Q1D electron spectrum along a axiswere �rst considered in Ref. [16] to explain �nite ex-perimental values of the upper critical magnetic �eldsalong b axis in (TMTSF)2X superconductors. Never-theless, in Refs. [16, 26], these efects were calculatedin the so-called nesting model (NM), where pF(py) de-pends on momentum component py, whereas velocity,vx = vF, does not depend on py. Our current analysisshows that the NM is approximately valid at low tem-peratures, whereas Eq. (11) is valid at any temperatures.We also pay attention that even at T = 0 Eqs. (13), (15),(17), obtained in the Letter, are di�erent from the cor-responding approximate equations of the NM [16, 26].Note that it is possible to approximate the Besselfunction in Eq. (11) as J0(z) ' 1� z2=4 under condition(6) and, thus, below, we consider the above mentionedapproximation for integral equation (11) [34]. In thiscase, it is possible to show that solution for a supercon-ducting gap, �(x), can be written as�(x)= exp(ikx)[1+�1 cos(2!cx=vF)+�2 sin(2!cx=vF)];(12)where j�1j; j�2j � 1. Eq. (11), determining the uppercritical �eld, in this case and at T = 0 can be expressedas

1g = � vFvx(py) Z 1vF
 dzz cos�2��BHzvF ��� �1� 2l2?(H) sin2�!cz2vF��cos�vx(py)vF kz��py ; (13)where g is renormalized electron coupling constant, x1�� x = zvx(py)=vF.Let us simplify Eq. (13), taking into account thatelectron velocity component along conducting x-axis isvx(py) = vF[1 + � cos(pyb0)]; (14)where � = p2tb=ta ' 0:14 [16]. In this case, Eq. (13)for �� 1 can be rewritten in the following way:1g = Z 1vF
 dzz cos�2��BHzvF �cos(kz)J0(�kz)�� �1� 2l2?(H) sin2�!cz2vF��: (15)We stress that Eq. (15) accurately takes in to ac-count not only the orbital e�ects but also the Pauliparamagnetic e�ects against superconductivity, unlikeRefs. [10, 16, 22{26]. In the absence of the Pauli para-magnetic e�ects (i.e., at � = 0), Eq. (15) describes theReentrant superconducting phase [22] with dTc=dH > 0.Therefore, we call superconducting phase, described byEqs. (15), (17), the hidden Reentrant superconductivity.Here, we transform Eq. (15), using that1g = Z 1vF
 2�TcdzvF sinh�2�Tcz=vF � ; (16)where Tc is superconducting transition temperature atH = 0. As a result, we obtain:ln HH�=Z 10 dzz cos�2��BHzvF ��cos(kz)J0(�kz)�� �1� 2l2?(H) sin2�!cz2vF ���1�: (17)(Here, �BH� = �Tc=2,  is the Euler constant.) Nu-merical analysis of Eq. (17) shows that the upper critical�eld along b0-axis, Hb0c2, for l?(H) = 0:58 and � = 0:72has a maximum at k = 0:88(2�BH=vF ) and is equal toHb0c2 ' 5 T: (18)For the same values of the parameters l?(H) and �, nu-merical analysis of Eq. (11) gives the following resultsfor factors �1 and �2 in Eq. (12):�1 = �0:099; �2 = �0:018 i: (19)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 94 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011
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